THE LITTLE DOG LAUGHED

SIDES

ELLEN #2

ELLEN
The night of the club that we both deplored, I went to Alex's
apartment afterwards and we threw ourselves into making Jove. But like - OK
the thing with guys, when they make love it's like they're running into your arms.
And if you look really close at their faces, you can see if their running towards you
or running away from something else - and you just got in the way. And I got a
good look at Alex's face and - he was definitely fleeing someone or something
and I was road kill. I mean beautiful roadkill, but. And when he finally fell asleep, I
found the sleek new gimp bracelet I made and I, with the merest suggestion of
pageantry, slid it on his wrist. And I went to sleep just content as like a .. . I wake
up let's say three hours later and yeah, you got it here I am all alone in bed. And
I am so ready to lose it in a kind of -- . But then I know - wherever he is.
Whoever. Whoever he's with. He's wearing that bracelet and. I'm with - I'm. So,
you see, a lot can be said about the psychologically healing powers of jewelry. No
matter how unattractive.
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DIANE, in an elegant ball
gown, sits in a gold
bamboo chair.
DIANE
The beginning. Well beginnings are always beautiful. Beginnings are -- OK -- do
you know "Breakfast at Tiffany's"? The film, not the novella. I know, there's a
novella, who knew? The beginning. Audrey Hepburn, the most beautiful person
ever. Gets out of the cab. In Givency. Quadruple strand of pearls. And she walks
to a window of nffany's. Again with the beautiful. And then the melody "Moon
River" wafts in. Start with me. The beauty quotient is excessively high, Then
beautiful Audrey Hepburn is sneaking into her Upper eastside townhouse away
from the not so beautiful older man. but the running away part is beautiful. And
then. But then. Then the unspeakable happens. Mickey Rooney. Mickey Rooney
in full-on Novelty Hirohito glasses and buck teeth and -(She imitates Mickey Rooney's Asian acting)
Missy Goritry! ! Missy Gorightry!!
(back to her own voice)
And we can never recover. She can gab on and on about the mean reds and the
cat not having a name, but. Sorry. It's too late. The beginning has been
irrevocably ruined. By bad casting. Right now, this story is beginning. And I don't
even know it.
She is gone. ALEX is in a bathroom of a
restroom the door opens
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DIANE
I wonder, in these quiet introspective moments that inevitably happen during
award ceremonies, how much of my life is spent sitting in these same ole gold
bamboo catering chairs. We're in New York, which we of Los Angeles love,
accepting awards from critics, which we love even more so. My client, a famous
young movie star who suffers from a slight recurring case of homosexuality,
informs me - That as his date, are you possibly seated for this? As his date to
this award ceremony, he would like to bring his mother. So no one will know that
he's gay. So I throw a flame retardant blanket on this potential brush fire, and
volunteer myself as his date. I'm Lesbian, he's a fag, we're in show business,
we're a perfect couple. So we walk down the carpet, the flash of cameras the
desperate, beseeching, death-bed-like cries, "Who are you wearing And I see his
delight and warmth grow and flourisll. The unmistakable moment when-the - outcast ;s-artoWed indoors. A.nd all it takes is a little deception. Later, when I am
in_ my golden IJ_a_mbo() c_hai_f' rn.9111_�nt Qf r�vElri_e, I f§laliz_�th�t IT!Y evenjng's d.i!te is
leaving our table and strolling towards the dais. He has won. His acceptance
speech is inspired. Yes, there is the slight stumble when he forgets to thank the
screenwriter who is credited and has just accepted the award not ten minute prior
and, oops, does thank the writer he brought on to the project. But -- who cares, it
involves screenwriters. And at the end. The part where the name of a deceased
parent, a recent world horror or a terribly popular co-star is evoked -- he calls to
me, choked with emotion, and extends an open palm. "To Diane," My client
states, significant tears finding their lazy way down his derma-braised face. "the
woman who taught me ... how to love And how ... to dream". And then. The
silence. The vacuum of doubt The utter disbelief that pansy went there. But a
roomful of show business professionals quickly recovers. Remembering that
there are cameras everywhere, surely one of which will be broadcasting this
moment because there are movie stars involved, the room obligingly produces a
smattering of polite applause. And then, the realization thit indeed, a dream must
be kept alive, so - Peter Pan to little fairy Tinkerbell's defense - the room bursts,
no explodes into applauding and cheering. And he walks down, presents his
award to me, holds me in his masculine arms and kisses me full on the lips. And
here's the part that is so luscious. I'm actually touched. I really like him, and he
likes me and he's said that to everyone. And that kind of means something.
Later when I'm in my hotel and watching one of the inevitable rebroadcasts of the
event, my only wish -- is that when he announced our love, I didn't have such a
look on my face of fucking shock.
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DIANE is in her
chair. In an LA
restaurant at lunch.
DIANE
Act two, the second act. Again, I apologize for doing this over the phone, but I
had to get back to LA - Yes I'm in LA, Mitch is still in the city. Decided to stay. I
don't know what got into him. You should call him, he'd love to get together with
you. I'm here, back in LA, in a restaurant and it turns out that lo and behold I am
alone. Normally this would be a horror being alone in a restaurant filled with so
much industry, but I just keep getting compliments and congratulations from
people as they pass. And I have to tell you I am feeling awfully regal. They are
excited about your movie being a play. There is a lot of excitement, and if not,
there is a lot of resentment, which is even better. Now the second act of your
play, I'm not going to tell you how to write this. You must know that in the theater,
second acts tend to start off with a bang, an event or a recap. Or a reminder to
turn off cell phones. Now, we don't have a problem with cell phones in the theater
in this town. We've simply stopped doing theater all together. Choices were
made. Where was I? Oh right, not telling you how to write. Now we've got to turn
your second act into a second and third act. My rule of thumb is that in the first
act you put your people in a tree, in the second act you throw stones at them
while they're in the tree, and in the third act take them down from the tree. Now
what I love, amongst the many things I love about your play, is that your tree is
happiness.
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Lights up on ELLEN, at the
front door of ALEX's
apartment.
ELLEN
Oh. Hello. Mr. Santiago-Domingo -oh-oh. Alex isn't here right now. He should
be back ... actually three days a go, actually but (realizing the land-lord barely speaks English)
Alex no esta aqui. Soy nombre es Ellen. Ellen es un Amiga de Alex y - do you
people say crash in your land? I am crashing here. Si, crashing. Crashing and
burning more likely. I'm just kinda sort getting it together here, I'm - in pursuit of
happiness. It's in the "Declaration of Independence". No, I know, green card
studies, so on it, right? Like what kind of eighteenth century notion is that I'm
burdened with? You don't have to answer that Senor Santiago-Dominigo. Alex
will come back to el abuelo - god I hope that's right - and I will tell him that you
were - Oh, rent? Well - actually I could pay - I'm staying - crashing here for a
spell so(opens purse and looks in)
you don't take plastic by any chance, do you? Excellente! Here - you know?
No, here.
(hands him a card)
Here, use this card.
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MITCHELL
Sure whatever. I mean I hadn't done it for a while. But. I mean the last time was in
the boy scouts. The last time was the first time.
The merit badge that dare not speak its name. When I think back on the whole
time in the canvas tent and the outrageous co-seduction, and I have been a lot
lately, I am overwhelmed with a sense of, well, arousal, but ultimately a kindling
rage The pleasures I learned there, however immediate, have .. hampered me. Have
--Oh never mind.
And I never did it again. Oh you know, once or twice after that. Maybe fifteen.
But I'm always drunk. And I date women. Who I never have sex with. ?
But these desires, that I learned in that tent, have just -- it's like, O.K. Do you
know how whenever anybody starts to get all rhapsodic and shit about America
and they get on that whole "In America you can be whatever you want to be?" But
whenever you hear it, there's usually a catch in the throat of the speaker, because
they know it's this complete self-deception. Like the fat girl with buck teeth who
says, "Momma thinks I'm pretty''. She also has that -Because the unspeakable truth of it is, no. The only ones who can be whatever
they want are white, upper middle class, straight, conservative, Protestant men.
Pastiness and puffiness are optional. Everyone else is going to have these Just
utter hurdles thrown in their path. So if you grow up, as I did, with the whole
above checks list intact, you know the world is but waiting for you. And then. But
then. Comes a night in a tent when you're sixteen and these learned desires and
you know if you pursue them the everything, the whatever you want is no longer
waiting for you. I don't know.
I'd like to think not.
But I don't k now.
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Hey.
Uncle Steve?
Uncle Steve?
Your nephew.
Your nephew?
Can I crash?
Can I ... crash?
Is there an echo in here?

MITCHELL

ALEX
MITCHELL
ALEX
MITCHELL
ALEX
MITCHELL
ALEX

MITCHELL
Sorry. I'm -- I've been -- I'm confused.
I'm Brian

ALEX
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ALEX

No.

MITCHELL
That's nice.
(ALEX turns his back and starts to get undressed. MITCHELL curls up on
the sofa and closes his eyes.)
Alleged nephew Brian?

Yeah?

ALEX
(Without turning around)

I'm sorry I'm drunk.

MITCHELL

ALEX
That's O.K.
(ALEX takes off his shoes A slight "clunk" on the floor. This causes the
sleeping MITCHELL to moan a little bit. ALEX mistakes this for sexual
pleasure. HE acts along.)
Oh yeah.
(ALEX sensuously peels off his shirt. MITCHELL 's head falls back. HE is
fast asleep. As ALEX pulls off the tie from around his waist, MITCHELL
lets out a snore. ALEX turns around.)
Ah man!
(ALEX walks over to see that MITCHELL is asleep. After seeing that HE
is, HE reaches into the sleeping trick's jacket pocket. HE pulls out a packet
of cigarettes. Useless. HE then reaches in and pulls out a full money clip
of money. Now we're talking. HE takes all the cash and then slides the
cigarettes and money clip back into the jacket. HE tip toes out, taking HIS
shirt, tie and shoes on the way. MITCHELL stirs, making a little lip
smacking baby noise. ALEX turns around and looks at this. It makes HIM
smile. MITCHELL makes the noise again. ALEX makes the noise.
MITCHELL. rn a[<_
_ e§l tbe nolse back. --ALEXsilently- laH!Jl"is a-bit-to himself.
- HE then-looks back at the door and then at MITCHELL ALEX casually
walks over to MfTCHELL pulls out the pa�k of cigarette. Finds a cigarette
and returns the pack. Sits across from the sleeping john, lights the
cigarette and stares at this man. With the coolness of a surgeon.
Lights down on them,
Lights up on ELLEN.
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